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In the search for ultralow thermal conductivity materials, many approaches have been taken to obtain thermal conductivities below the theoretical minimum limit of fully dense solids used to describe thermal transport in the amorphous materials and glasses. 1 In this "amorphous limit" of vibrational thermal conductivity, energy transport is limited to a random walk of atomic vibrations, 2 effectively limiting the length scale of energy exchange to the order of the average atomic spacing. Various approaches have demonstrated the ability to surpass this amorphous limit in crystalline or quasi-crystalline fully dense solids through introducing nanostructured material interfaces 3-9 and/or reducing the interatomic bonding environment, 5,10-13 which effectively creates a crystal of Einstein oscillators.
2,13
The principle of reducing a crystalline material's thermal conductivity below the amorphous limit relies on the reduction of phonon scattering times by exploiting the spectral nature of phonons via the aforementioned manipulation of interfaces and bonding environments across various length scales. Reducing the thermal conductivity of fully dense solids already in the amorphous phase, however, has been proven to be much more difficult. The already spatially limited distances of vibrational energy exchange define the length scales over which the amorphous solid must be manipulated in order to create further reductions in thermal conductivity beyond its amorphous limit. Typically, reductions in the thermal conductivity of amorphous solids have been realized via changes in the atomic density or introduction of porosity. [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] This approach relies on simple scaling of the amorphous solid's thermal conductivity with density, as well established via differential effective medium theory.
Reducing the thermal conductivity of an amorphous solid without significant reductions in atomic density therefore must take a different approach.
Thermal transport in amorphous semiconductors is described by vibrational modes of propagating, delocalized "propagons," non-propagating, delocalized "diffusons," and non-propagating, localized "locons." [19] [20] [21] [22] In the case of thin films, we previously showed that diffusons are the primary contributors to cross-plane thermal transport in amorphous silicon (a-Si) due to the suppression of propagons from interfacial scattering, 23 revealing that for a-Si without doping, the minimum thermal conductivity model sufficiently describes the diffuson contribution to thermal conductivity. However, the addition of mass defects, changes in bond structure via additional elements, and disruptions in network connectivity through changing coordination number collectively present a new approach to reduce thermal conductivity. To this end, in this study, we demonstrate that manipulating connectivity directly influences thermal conductivity in the 200 nm thin film hydrogenated amorphous silicon (a-Si:H), silicon oxide (a-SiO:H), and silicon carbide (a-SiC:H) samples (collectively denoted as a-Si[O/C]:H) deposited on crystalline silicon (c-Si) substrates. Moreover, we show that reducing the coordination number allows for a reduction beyond the minimum limit to thermal conductivity by nearly a factor of two. We use these results to explore the energy exchange length scales of heat carriers as a function of coordination number to reveal that breaking network connectivity directly reduces thermal conductivity through reduction in both group velocity and scattering length scale of heat carriers. By re-deriving the minimum limit to thermal conductivity to directly solve for an effective scattering distance for heat carriers, we show that this energy exchange length scale falls below the average interatomic a)
Electronic mail: phopkins@virginia.edu spacing, suggesting a need to revise this model to account for network connectivity. Doing so yields better agreement with experimental data and highlights the idea that heat flows through the covalently bonded network of non-hydrogen atoms.
Samples were fabricated using plasma-enhanced chemical vapor deposition (PECVD). Extensive characterization of mechanical and structural properties can be found in Ref. 24 . We measured the thermal conductivity of these amorphous thin films using time domain thermoreflectance (TDTR), and the details and analyses for which are described elsewhere. [25] [26] [27] Our specific setup is described in Ref. 28 . This technique requires a thin metal film to be deposited onto a-Si[O/C]:H to serve as a transducer of optical energy to thermal energy; in this case, we thermally evaporate an 80 nm layer of aluminum (Al) onto the a-Si[O/C]:H film. We measure the ratio of the in-phase to out-of-phase voltage of the probe reflectance as a function of pump-probe delay time using pump and probe 1/e 2 spot sizes (diameters) of 30 and 20 lm, respectively, while the pump pulses are modulated with multiple frequencies ranging from f ¼ 1 to 12 MHz in sinusoidally varying envelopes. Using a multilayer, radially symmetric thermal model, 25, 27 we fit for the thermal boundary conductance between the Al transducer and the amorphous film (h K;Al=aÀSi½O=C:H ) and the a-Si[O/C]:H thermal conductivity (j aÀSi ). We assume bulk values for the heat capacity of the Al transducer and c-Si substrate. 29, 30 Because the dominant thermal resistance in the system is that of the a-Si[O/C]:H layer, sensitivity to the a-Si[O/C]:H layer thermal conductivity, heat capacity dominate the signal that we measure during TDTR. We use multiple modulation frequencies to fit both thermal conductivity and heat capacity simultaneously 31 to find that heat capacity remains relatively constant among samples (supplementary material), varying from 1.5 to 1.6 J cm À3 K
À1
. Thermal conductivity, j, values are shown in Fig. 1 as a function of several film properties, namely, (a) silicon content, (b) hydrogen content, (c) elastic modulus, as determined by nano-indentation, and (d) coordination number, hri, as determined by combined nuclear reaction analysis (NRA) with the Rutherford backscattering (RBS), 32 to reveal interesting insight into the origin of the difference in thermal conductivities among samples. First, it is clear that increasing silicon content directly correlates with increasing thermal conductivity, while increasing hydrogen content has the opposite effect. More interesting, though, is the fact that the increasing silicon content dominates both the a-SiO:H and a-SiC:H samples in determining thermal conductivity. In the case of hydrogenation, however, it is clear that addition of hydrogen affects a-SiO:H and a-SiC:H differently, causing a stronger reduction in the case of a-SiO:H with the same hydrogen content. Second, elastic modulus and thermal conductivity are directly related, a reasonable observation considering that elastic modulus is related to the average bond strength among atoms. However, as we will discuss below, this bond strength, considered when using group velocity to model thermal conductivity, does not explain the vast difference in thermal conductivities among samples. Finally, increasing coordination number correlates with increasing thermal conductivity. This is consistent with the previous studies 33, 34 that apply the rigidity percolation theory of Phillips and Thorpe 35, 36 to understand this relation. Ghossoub et al. 33 
where v L is longitudinal sound speed) to show agreement with the experimental data. This reasoning assumes that hri only affects v L , which works well for network chains like amorphous fluorocarbons (the carbonfluorine bond breaks the network in the same way that siliconhydrogen bonds do in a-Si:H). However, in this work, we introduce oxygen, carbon, and hydrogen contents to entirely change the network, as silicon-oxygen and silicon-carbon are non-terminating, meaning network connectivity is broken through hydrogen termination and silicon-silicon networks are further disrupted through oxygen and carbon inclusion.
Despite the insight into the mechanisms driving the measured thermal conductivities, further analysis is needed to understand the effect of structure on thermal transport in these amorphous networks. To this end, we apply a kinetic theory model, which we extend to the minimum thermal conductivity model. 1 We re-derive this model below to understand the inherent assumptions on the nature of bonding and scattering length scales of heat carrying vibrational modes, beginning with the simple kinetic theory relation describing thermal conductivity where j is the polarization (one longitudinal, two transverse), C is the volumetric heat capacity, v is the group velocity (assumed to be sound speed), and k is the scattering mean free path of heat carriers in the system. This simple relation is powerful in its revelation of the key components that govern thermal conductivity -it is proportional to heat capacity, sound speed, and mean free path, meaning the observed differences in thermal conductivity among samples are due to differences in one or more of these parameters among samples. We note that heat capacity among samples is relatively constant, changing by less than 10% among samples, as measured via TDTR (supplementary material). This difference will be captured below when considering the number densities and sound speeds. We proceed with expanding this expression, noting that volumetric heat capacity can be described by
where x D is the Debye frequency (the maximum frequency of vibration of polarization j), h is the reduced Planck's constant,
j is the density of states, f BE is the BoseEinstein distribution function, k B is Boltzmann's constant, and T is temperature (293 K). Substituting Eq. (2) into Eq. (1), the thermal conductivity is
The minimum thermal conductivity model is derived from this general model with two key assumptions. First, the Debye frequency is defined by x D;j ¼ v j ð6p 2 nÞ 1 3 , where n is number density. With this model, the number density inherently defines the length scale of energy exchange. The second assumption is that k j ¼ pv j =x, or, in other words, the scattering time is half the period of oscillation for a given mode. The conventional model employs atomic number density such that atoms are indistinguishable and act as harmonic oscillators; we will return to this assumption later. Under these assumptions, the minimum thermal conductivity is defined as
This formulation, which depends on both sound speed and number density, is often used to accurately predict the thermal conductivity of amorphous materials. 1 In this case, number density is derived by using measured density together with atomic compositions of silicon, oxygen, carbon, and hydrogen, as determined by combined NRA-RBS. We quantify sound speed with two independent techniques, picosecond acoustics and nano-indentation. In picosecond acoustics, we use the 10-100 ps delay time regime of our thermoreflectance signal to measure longitudinal sound speed in the aSi[O/C]:H films, [37] [38] [39] while nano-indentation relies on relating elastic modulus to the longitudinal sound speed; further details can be obtained in the supplementary material. As depicted in Fig. 2 , we find excellent agreement between both the techniques.
With sound speed and number density characterized, we apply Eq. (4) to determine whether number density or sound speed can explain the differences in thermal conductivities among samples. As depicted in Fig. 3(a) , this model, when using either a constant (average) number density and only considering sound speed (j min ðvÞ) or both experimentally determined number density and sound speed (j min ðv; nÞ), fails to capture the thermal conductivity trend observed. Indeed, the model over-predicts the thermal conductivity for all but two samples. Figure 1 revealed that many interconnected variables differ among samples; from a thermal transport perspective, bond strength, number density, and atomic composition can all play a role in determining thermal conductivity. The minimum thermal conductivity model given by Eq. (4) incorporates the parameters determined by these factors -bond strength effects are established through group velocity and number density is directly related to the Debye frequency. Atomic composition is not directly established in the model, as the model does not distinguish between the atom types in determining scattering times; note that mass-impurity scattering directly influences phonon scattering times in crystals. However, since scattering time in this model is already limited to half a period of oscillation, mass impurity scattering
and transverse (v T ) sound speeds derived using picosecond acoustics (y-axis) vs. those derived using nano-indentation (x-axis). Equation (S1) is used to derive v L from the nano-indentation results on elastic modulus, while sub-100 ps reflectance signals were used to measure v L directly in the case of picosecond acoustics. To obtain v T , Eq. (S2) is used to derive this quantity for both picosecond acoustics and nanoindentation. Details can be found in the supplementary material.
is not expected to influence thermal transport. This can be further justified by comparing predicted and experimental values of multi-component systems such as SiO 2 , CdGeAs 2 , and As 2 S 3 .
1 Given the well characterized parameters that go into the model, disagreement with the experimental thermal conductivities suggests that the scattering length scale of heat carriers is being reduced below that assumed by the conventional minimum limit. Referring back to Eq. (3), we now solve for this scattering length scale, denoted by k j ¼ k eff for effective scattering distance, to understand how this changes among samples. This is the same concept as defining a "gray" mean free path for describing the phonons in crystals. We emphasize that this length scale is "effective" because it is derived from the same convention that defines the minimum limit and so inherits all the assumptions and limitations that come with it.
As depicted in Fig. 3(b) , the effective scattering distances range from $1.5 to 4.5 Å when the conventional model (j min ðv; nÞ) is employed. To understand the significance of this length scale, the average interatomic spacing, as determined by n À1=3 , is shown to reveal that this effective scattering distance is reduced below the average interatomic spacing. For reference, the average interatomic spacing of aSi is $2.7 Å , while the effective mean free path for a-Si having a thermal conductivity of 1.0 W m À1 K À1 is $3.4 Å . The idea of the effective scattering length scale falling below the average interatomic spacing is not physically sound, implying that the model used does not appropriately describe our data. Thus, we turn back to Eq. (4) to answer the following fundamental question: do all atoms behave as harmonic oscillators? We argue that if heat moves through the network of covalently bonded silicon, oxygen, and carbon, then hydrogen does not contribute to thermal transport. Stated differently, energy traverses the covalently bonded network but necessarily scatters at hydrogen termination sites. This is a similar argument for using the molecular number density vs. atomic density to describe the minimum limit in the layered crystalline systems of molecular building blocks. [40] [41] [42] [43] These models assume that molecules vibrate such that intermolecular vibrations do not transport heat; in this way, molecules, rather than atoms, act as harmonic oscillators in the minimum limit derivation. In this case, hydrogen can be thought to vibrate with its bonded neighbor as a single molecular oscillator such that intermolecular vibrations do not contribute to heat conduction. Under this hypothesis, we calculate j min by assuming a modified number density defined by n mod ¼ nð1 À ½%HÞ. The results, presented as j min ðv; n mod Þ in Fig. 3(a) , show an excellent agreement with the data for all but the highest three thermal conductivities, suggesting this model more appropriately describes the minimum limit to thermal conductivity. Moreover, the effective scattering length scale, as shown in Fig. 3(a) , now, within uncertainty, approaches the interatomic spacing only in the limit of the lowest thermal conductivity samples.
The primary conclusions of this study are as follows: (1) the energy exchange length scales of heat carriers in amorphous solids can vary based on local structure, (2) this length scale can be directly manipulated such that thermal conductivity can be reduced below the conventional minimum limit, and (3) this conventional minimum limit implies such length scales fall below the average interatomic spacing, but when altered under the hypothesis that heat is carried only by the non-hydrogen network of atoms, the minimum limit more accurately captures experimental data. Previous computational works 19, 44, 45 have shown that heat carriers in amorphous systems can have a range of scattering times and distances. Just as nanostructures and boundaries can be used in crystalline systems to reduce the scattering lengths of phonons through incoherent scattering, the spectral nature of heat carriers in amorphous solids can be similarly exploited to reduce their scattering lengths; the key to such reduction is the manipulation of structure on the order of intrinsic scattering length scales. In this study, we have demonstrated that breaking network connectivity provides a means for reducing the effective scattering length scale of these heat carriers, leading to thermal conductivities below the conventional amorphous limit.
See supplementary material for additional experimental details, including characterization of sound speed and volumetric heat capacity.
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